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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 1897-As they watched David leave…

“Let’s go too!” Cedar said.

“Yes, Grandmaster!” Alba and the others replied.

The Fellowes family followed suit.

After the main characters left, the crowd on the ground began to slowly disperse.

Some people were happy, and some were sad.

The person who bet David to win undoubtedly became the ones who gained the

most in the game.

After David entered the space crack, he tore open the barriers of the space

dimension layer by layer and nally stopped in the seven-dimensional space.

Only a Sacred Saint could tear the barrier here and enter the eightdimensional

space.

Then, David quickly headed in the direction of the Simmons Continent.

He had dismissed the clone.

Although an hour was not up yet, it was useless to keep it around.

With the distance from the Central Sacred Continent to the Simmons Continent,

David could not reach in an hour even if he traveled in sevendimensional space.

Therefore, the clone would naturally not be able to last until then.

Furthermore, some time had been wasted when they were ghting.

When David was on his way, what happened in Large Trade Zone 47 of West End in

the Central Sacred Continent swept across the entire Star Kingdom like a

hurricane.

Meanwhile, David and David Two were the centers of the storm.

Suddenly, two young True Saints appeared and repelled the veteran True Saints Tai

and Cosmo.

It would be hard for them not to attract any attention.

At rst, many people did not believe it, but too many people saw David in action.

Hence, they had no choice but to believe it.

Coupled with the fact that the Palmore family and the Lightfoot family never came

out to refute the rumors as the victims of the incident, they deduced that this was

mostly true.

All the forces were wondering who the hell was David and David Two.

Star Kingdom never had such a young True Saint before. 1

Of course, some people raised doubts.

It was said that David and David Two took some extremely rare treasures of heaven

and earth to rejuvenate and look so young.

In fact, the two of them were old monsters who had lived for hundreds of

thousands of years.

Otherwise, how could they be so powerful?

Nothing like this was recorded in the historical records of Star Kingdom, let alone

in reality.

As soon as this kind of remark came out, it immediately became the target of

criticism.

After repelling the old True Saint Tai, David rose to fame.

Many people regarded him as their idol.

If anyone dared to speak ill of their idol, they would de nitely ght back, especially

when it came to young and beautiful female geniuses.

In the past, they all worshiped people like the Star Kingdom Six.

However, when they compared the Six with David, they found out that the Star

Kingdom Six was not even worthy of kissing David’s feet.

Not only was David more handsome than the Six, but he also was classier, and his

strength was even comparable to the Six’s grandmasters.

Immediately, the women diverted their targets and focused on the young,

handsome, and stronger David.

However, the Six had been famous in Star Kingdom for so many years, so they still

had many loyal admirers.

These people were secretly slandering David.

People with two different opinions began to dislike each other and criticize each

other publicly.

As the rhetoric became more and more intense, they seemed to even want to ght

each other.

The Iridescent Sect on the Iridescent Continent.

When Lady Dream got the news, she was stunned, and her mind went completely

blank. 1

Celeste brought David here and he was also the partner of Selena’s disciples.

In reality, she had been paying attention to David’s situation and she hoped David

could escape this catastrophe.

Nova had imagined all kinds of endings David would face, but she never thought

that David would resolve his crisis in this way.

Moreover, she also learned some details about David from her disciples. That was

why Nova was so shocked.
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